Now more than ever, your company needs to respond quickly and cost-effectively to IT resource requirements that constantly change. With over 100 years of combined experience supplementing and successfully completing thousands of task orders, Presidio helps you take on this challenge. We offer the depth and breadth of expertise to accurately identify your project requirements and precisely fulfill your mission objectives in a timely manner.

REducing the expense, delay and inconvenience of IT recruitment and replacement

We begin providing value with our culture as our team of high-level professionals utilizes its expertise to gather your IT requirements. This enables us to properly identify and qualify the most appropriate skill sets, education, and compensation levels to hit your requirements target accurately.

Your team then benefits from our ability to provide the right resources from both a technical and financial perspective. Since the inception of Presidio Supplemental Engineering Services practice, we have provided over 4,500 qualified resources to over 1,000 various organizations. We can also call upon a wealth of past successes to demonstrate our ability to provide quality solution offerings while ensuring access to the right resources at the right cost at the right time.

Once deployed to your site, Presidio Supplemental Engineering Services personnel can reach back when necessary to our highly-certified technology experts that vetted your requirements. This provides our onsite resources with access to the industry’s best resources in order to successfully deliver solutions in today’s complex computing environments.

When you engage Presidio Supplemental Engineering Services, you receive more than just resources—you receive a total solution.

Value in the marketplace

Collaboration
Our internal team gains a clear understanding of your project, the required skills, your culture and your budget. We then set the parameters for successful placement.

Evaluation
Presidio’s staff of Client Solution Managers, IT Recruiters, Engineers and Project Managers enables us to go “one step further” in the vetting process. We invest the time to understand the skills of each candidate before submitting them for your consideration.

Customer Satisfaction
We commit to providing the most technically-qualified individuals for any requirement we receive and support them throughout the engagement.

Presidio Supplemental Engineering Services expertise

- Network Infrastructure and Security
- Systems, Network and Database Administration
- Tele-Presence/Video Conferencing
- Mobility/Wireless
- Cloud/Data Center
- Lifecycle Data Management and Administration
- Software Design, Integration and Maintenance
- Microsoft Infrastructure and Maintenance
- System/Business Analysis
- Program and Project Management

For more information, contact:
Steve Rollino, Sales VP, Supplemental Engineering Services
212.324.4320
srollino@presidio.com
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